ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
In this paper we used histogram normalization and sliding window technique for the hardware implementation of Jawi text character segmentation. The projection histogram technique is used in character and word recognition for horizontal and vertical segmentation [1] . The vertical projection histogram method segments the document vertically by detecting the space between each character. This method also locates vertical strokes in printed documents or any regions of various lines in handwriting [2] . As reviewed by A. M. Zeki et al. in [3] , the projection histogram analysis of text lines has been used as a basic method to segment non-recursive writing. It is less suitable for slanted characters which normally occur in handwritten documents.
Several methods have been proposed to segment Arabic characters especially using vertical projection histogram. As reviewed in Gouda et al. [4] , each word is segmented into basic characters based on the baseline by using a vertical histogram. Syiam et al. [5] implemented a clustering technique (k-means algorithm) on the vertical histogram. This improved the performance of histogram technique with recognition of handwritten characters. The character is clustered to identify the similarities of the characters. Romeo-Pakker et al. [6] proposed two methods in segmenting the Arabic character. The first method detects the junction in each connected character and the second method is detects the upper contour of each word. These methods are also implemented in [7] and [8] .
The sliding window technique is a common localization technique in signal processing domain [9] . Since the character string runs in certain direction, a movable window called sliding window following the same order can be used to draw an interested zone and then extract features within it. Generally, the height of the sliding window is the same as that of text line. The sliding window width and the shift step are assigned by researchers or determined through experiments.
Bushofa and Spann [10] used sliding windows to find an angle of joined character that is formed between the joined characters. Although this method achieved good results, its success rate in finding the correct angle is influenced by the noise in the image. As an alternative, they used a more reliable segmentation algorithm compared to the histogram method. The correct position of segmentation is selected and indicated based on the angle that is formed between each pair of the joined characters.
V. Märgner et al. [11] proposed a method based on detecting the character baseline. The baseline estimation is implemented in the feature abstraction module. A sliding window is used to collect the character features.
In the following section of this paper, a description of the proposed system is presented in Section 2. Section 3 justifies why the approach is applied. The hardware design is described in Section 4. The experimental results are presented in Section 5. The conclusion and future work are presented in Section 6.
CHARACTER SEGMENTATION ALGORITHM
The proposed character segmentation algorithm consists of histogram generation, histogram gradient sign normalization and character segmentation. The character segmentation flow chart diagram for our algorithm is shown in Figure 1 . 
Histogram generation
Line segmentation is performed using a tangent value to find the separation point (SP) for accurate line segmentation without data loss [12] . The tangent from the graph is calculated to find other representations (i.e. tangent representation of either 1 or negative 1). False local minima that exist in the graph are eliminated by collecting the number of 0s (black pixels) in corresponding rows. These values will be stored in one array as temporary storage.
After performing line segmentation, the document image is divided into separate text lines. Then, a histogram representing the number of black pixels in each column is generated for every text line. The maximum value in the histogram is used to set the threshold. Positive and negative signs are assigned to the histogram gradient values. 
Character segmentation
The text line height is assumed as the sliding window width. In the histogram, the pixel counts where the negative sign gradients meet the positive sign gradients are set as the character segmentation points. If the length between neighboring segmentation points is less than the sliding window width then the particular segmentation points are used for segmentation. Otherwise, if the length between neighboring segmentation points is more than the sliding window width then the sliding window length is used for segmentation.
Pseudo code
The pseudo code below represents the character segmentation process performed based on our character segmentation algorithm which includes histogram generation, histogram gradient sign normalization and character segmentation. 
For each pixel column in the text

JUSTIFICATION OF APPROACH PROPOSED
In our approach, pre-processing such as edge detection, contour tracing, and Artificial Neural Network (ANN) methods are not performed since 100% accuracy is not crucial in our approach. Therefore, less processing time is required. For feature extraction, a sliding window is used to find the pixel distribution for feature extraction. Our approach is focused on analyzing rather than pre-processing and post-processing.
HARDWARE DESIGN
The character segmentation method described will be implemented in real-time hardware. The character segmentation hardware design consists of five entities which are the Histogram, Normalize Histogram, Determination of Segmentation Point (DSP), Control Unit and Segmentation entities as shown in Figure 2 . Then, the DSP entity sends segmentation points to the Segmentation entity for character segmentation. The Control Unit entity controls all the process sequence and data manipulation.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Our fast algorithm compares favorably and shows highly accurate character segmentation although there are a few cut-off characters. These can be eliminated through a local analysis of each line. We envisage the on-chip implementation of the algorithm will also mirror similar fast processing performance based on the simplicity of our approach. In our experiments, we used Jawi manuscripts with high noise. Character segmentation results using our approach are shown in Figure 3 . Inaccuracies occurred due to character overlapping which is one of the Jawi characteristics. Character overlapping will affect the black pixel distribution histogram and cause segmentation errors. Benchmarking results for our approach and previously proposed approaches are shown in Table 1 . Inaccuracies occur due to character overlapping
The benchmarking was performed in order to evaluate the performance of our approach compared to the other approaches for segmenting Arabic handwriting. Evaluation was conducted based on the accuracy and segmentation errors. Accuracy is calculated based on the percentage of correctly segmented characters in its whole form. Segmentation errors are calculated based on the percentage of incorrectly segmented characters.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We have proposed a Jawi character segmentation algorithm using sliding window and tangent normalization. A 98% of segmentation accuracy rate for scanned "Hikayat Hang Tuah" manuscript from the 17th century was achieved. This percentage is based on the ROI. We were unable to get perfect segmentation because of overlapping characters. In the future, we will analyze horizontal histogram for each character segment and also for the secondary entities. The application will be expanded to Field-Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) design.
